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A sweeping panorama, Treasures from Korea 
celebrates the artistic achievements of the 

Joseon dynasty, a line of twenty-seven monarchs 
that ruled the Korean peninsula for more than five 
hundred years and left a substantial legacy for 
modern Korea. A variety of objects—including 
painted screens, scrolls, calligraphy, furnishings, 
costumes, accessories, and ritual wares used in 
ancestral rites and Buddhist worship—explore the 
roles of king and court, the distinct spheres of men 
and women in society, and religious beliefs, all 
underpinned by the ideals of Confucianism. 

Courtier’s Official Robes
Late 19TH century, Korea (Dankook University Seok 
Juseon Memorial Museum, Yongin). Photograph by 
Jung-youp Han, Han Studio

Symbols
This is the first full-scale American 
exhibition to be devoted to art of  the 
Joseon dynasty. Comprised of  more than 
150 works drawn primarily from the 
National Museum of  Korea’s collection 
and supplemented by objects from public 
and private collections, Treasures from 
Korea presents American audiences with 
a rare opportunity to see some of  Korea’s 
artistic masterpieces, including a number 
designated as national treasures. The 
exhibition includes interactive displays 
of  select objects, a free audio tour, and a 
family guide. In addition, a broad range 
of  programs such as film screenings, 
family celebrations, performances, 
lectures, and dining events are offered 
throughout the run of  the exhibition.

The National Museum of  Korea, the 
Philadelphia Museum of  Art, the Los 
Angeles County Museum of  Art, and 
the Museum of  Fine Arts, Houston 
organized the exhibition. Treasures 
from Korea represents one of  two 
international exhibitions that are part 
of  a collaborative exchange between 
the Philadelphia Museum of  Art, the 

National Museum of  
Korea (NMK), the Los 
Angeles County Museum 
of  Art (LACMA), the 
Museum of  Fine Arts, 
Houston (MFAH), and 
the Terra Foundation for 

American Art. In early 2013, Art Across 
America, featuring some of  the finest 
examples of  American art drawn from 
the collections of  the four US museums, 
traveled to the NMK in Seoul and the 
Daejeon Museum of  Art. In addition 
to the Philadelphia Museum of  Art, 
Treasures from Korea will be on view at 
LACMA (June 29–September 28, 2014) 
and MFAH (November 2, 2014–January 
11, 2015).

This exhibition is made possible by the 
National Endowment for the Humanities, 
the E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter 
Foundation, and the Korea Foundation. 
Transportation assistance is provided by 
Korean Air.

The show was organized by Hyunsoo 
Woo, the museum’s curator of  Korean 
art, in consultation with Moon Dong-
soo, a curator at the National Museum 
of  Korea. Fluent in Korean, English, 
Chinese and Japanese, Ms. Woo 
obtained a B.A. in Chinese Language 
and Literature, and an M.A. in Korean 
Art History from the prestigious Ewha 
Woman’s University in Seoul, Korea. 
After moving to the United States in 
1996, Ms. Woo was  a research assistant 
for Korean Art at the Brooklyn Museum 
from 1997 to 2001, where she surveyed 
the Korean art collections, working with 
Amy Department of  Asian Art. 

The pine tree is one of the most 
common symbols of longevity 
in East Asia. Because it remains 
green even in the harshest winters, 
it stands for resilience, endurance, 
and strength against adversity. 
Its gnarled bark was thought to 
resemble an old man’s skin.

The sun is identified with longevity 
because it rises in the sky each 
day, without fail. The sun and moon 
represent the complementary yet 
opposing forces of yang and yin. 
The sun is pure yangmale that is 
light and active and generates life. 

Mountains and rocks keep their 
shape forever. The breathing of 
mountains is believed to activate 
the universe. Important state rituals 
were conducted in the mountains, 
and the dominant peak became the 
emblem of the emperor.

Some crane species live as long 
as eighty years. In some Asian 
folktales they are said to live 
as long as five hundred years. 
Cranes mate for life, and therefore 
symbolize harmony, a wish for a 
long marriage, and respect for 
one’s parents and ancestors. 

Bamboo is one of the most versatile 
and abundant materials in East 
Asia, eaten by both humans 
and animals and used to make 
everything from houses to paper. It 
remains green throughout the four 
seasons and therefore symbolizes 
long life.

An almost universal symbol of life 
and abundance, water is linked 
to longevity across time. In Daoist 
philosophy, water is one of the five 
eternal elements—together with 
earth, fire, metal, and wood—that 
make up the cosmos.

These symbols appear in many kinds of 
Korean art, including paintings, ceramics, 

furniture, embroidery, and metalworks.

Ten Longevity Symbols, 
18TH century, Korea. Colors on paper, 
ten-fold screen; 98 3/4 x 2ww32 
13/16 inches (250.8 x 591.3 cm) 
(Private Collection)



The King and His Court

Joseon Society

Ancestral Rituals and
Confucian Values

A line of  twenty-seven kings ruled the Joseon dynasty during its 518-year history. 
Guided by Confucian philosophy, which emphasized a highly ordered system of  social 
rank, and strict adherence to ritual practices, the Joseon court commissioned many 
works of  art for ceremonial and commemorative purposes. Lavish screen paintings 
formed a backdrop for court rituals and formal occasions. Ranging from imposing 
works of  calligraphy by King Jeongjo (ruled 1776–1800) to the finest ceramics and 
costumes, the objects on view in this gallery demonstrate the functions and essential 
characteristics of  the art of  the Joseon court, as well as the court’s role in shaping 
Korean art and culture.

Joseon society was organized according to the strict social hierarchies prescribed by 
Confucian ideals. The four broad social classes included the nobility, both civilian 
and military; the middle class, composed of  court painters, physicians, and other 
skilled professionals; commoners (mostly farmers); and the lower class, which included 
butchers, potters, and slaves. This societal structure contributed to a diverse visual 
culture, as artists and craftsmen responded to the needs and tastes of  different 
patrons. The strict segregation of  men and women of  the middle and upper classes 
also contributed to artistic diversity as they focused on different tasks. This structure 
contributed to a diverse visual culture, as artists and craftsmen responded to the needs 
and tastes of  different patrons. 

Filial piety, respect for one’s parents and 
ancestors, was an important aspect of  
Joseon Confucianism. Of  the three most 
important relationships recognized by 
Confucianism (ruler and subject, parent 
and child, husband and wife), filial piety 
resonated most widely, in all levels of  
society. Ceremonies honoring the long 
line of  deceased Joseon rulers dominated 
events of  state. In private, families 
worshiped ancestors in their homes and 
at tomb sites. The successful performance 
of  these rites was thought to ensure an 
ethically sound society and a secure 
home. The distinctive ceramic and metal 
wares produced for these rituals exhibit 
the simple, austere aesthetic appropriate 
for solemn occasions. Ritual furnishings 
and burial goods to be placed in tombs 
offer further evidence of  the importance 
of  devotion to ancestral spirits.

Buddhism
in the Joseon Dynasty
Although Confucianism was the official 
state religion of  the Joseon dynasty, 
Buddhism had existed on the Korean 
peninsula for nearly a millennium when 
the Joseon dynasty was established, 
and Buddhist practices continued 
under Joseon rule, albeit unofficially. 
Commoners and royals alike performed 
rituals at certain Buddhist temples and 
a considerable number of  Buddhist 
sculptures and paintings were either 
commissioned by the royals or produced 
in homage to them. The paintings, 
sculptures, reliquaries, and ritual 
implements in this gallery attest to the 
vibrant traditions of  Korean Buddhism 
that survived during the Joseon dynasty.

The End of a Dynasty
Although the Joseon court exercised a policy of  isolation from the outside world, 
Western ideas filtered into Korea through diplomatic contact with China and other 
channels. Elements of  Western artistic styles, including single-point perspective, were 
reflected in Korean paintings as early as the 1700s. This cultural exchange is evident 
in the objects in this gallery, from hyperrealistic portraits spurred by the introduction 
of  photography to Western-style tableware and official dress implemented by 
Emperor Gojong (ruled 1863–1907), who proclaimed the start of  the Korean Empire 
in 1897. The Joseon dynasty officially ended in 1910 with the Japanese occupation of  
Korea, but many of  the cultural values and societal practices developed during the 
dynasty continue to influence Korean culture today.

“Treasures from Korea presents audiences with a 
rare opportunity to see some of Korea’s artistic 
masterpieces, including a number designated as 

national treasures.”

Shakayuni Assembly. 1653, Korea (Hwaeomsa, Gurye) 
National Treasure No. 301

Sun, Moon, and Five Peaks. 
19TH century Korea, Eight-fold screen; colors on paper.
Overall 82 11/16 x 217 7/16 inches (210 x 552.3 cm)
Private Collection

Seal of  King Yeongjo
1890, Korea (National Palace 
Museum of  Korea, Seoul)

Themes
A variety of mediums, including 

prints, paintings, calligraphy, 
books, ceramics, sculptures, 

costumes and textiles are 
organized around five key themes. 

This helps the viewers witness 
the comprehensive view that the 

dynasty represented.


